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Video Surveillance

Protect Video Evidence
in the Cloud

Key Benefits
▶▶ Ensure video evidence is stored
in a secure, off-site location by
transferring incidents and critical
events to the cloud

Cloud Archives App Note

As organizations manage a greater number of
incidents and critical events recorded by their
surveillance system, they must purchase
additional storage to cope with retention
requirements of video evidence, and must
organize an expanding number of DVDs in their archives.

▶▶ Rapidly retrieve recorded video
stored on-premises or in the cloud
from your Security Center system
whenever review is required

Cloud Archives is a new service from Genetec that allows Security
Center users to seamlessly transfer recordings to the cloud, while
keeping all archives easily accessible to Security Desk operators should
additional review be required. Using Security Center’s Protect Archives
feature, system administrators can define the exact series of recordings
that are transferred to the cloud, allowing them to maintain secure and
redundant recordings of critical events for an extended period.

▶▶ Seamlessly increase cloud storage
capacity as additional recordings
are transferred or retention periods
increase

▶▶ Reduce management of on-site
storage devices and DVDs to
maintain long-term recordings

Cloud Archives Specifications
▶▶ The Cloud Archives service is backed by Genetec’s 99.9%
Uptime Guarantee SLA
▶▶ Archives are encrypted locally using AES-256, and
communication to the cloud is secured over TLS
connection

▶▶ Cloud Archives resources can be pooled across an
organization, allowing multi-site systems to share storage
capacity
▶▶ U.S. state, local, and federal government agencies can
store recordings in US-Government community-cloud

▶▶ Recordings are stored redundantly in the cloud, ensuring
greater redundancy and fault tolerance
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▶

Protect Video Evidence with Cloud Archives

Using the Protect Archives feature, users can define what events and recordings will be
transferred to the cloud for long-term retention

How to Order?
▶▶ Cloud Archives subscriptions are sold in 1TB/month increments
▶▶ A minimum order quantity of 12 x 1TB/month is required, which represents 1TB of storage for a year
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